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Abstract
This research is motivated by some distributed scheduling problems in distributed sensor networks,
in which computational and communication resources are scarce. We first cast these problems as dis-
tributed constraint satisfaction problems (DisCSPs) and distributed constraint optimization problems
(DisCOPs) and model them as distributed graph coloring. To cope with limited resources and re-
stricted real-time requirement, it is imperative to use distributed algorithms that have low overhead
on resource consumption and high-quality anytime performance. To meet these requirements, we
study two existing DisCSP algorithms, distributed stochastic search algorithm (DSA) and distributed
breakout algorithm (DBA), for solving DisCOPs and the distributed scheduling problems. We ex-
perimentally show that DSA has a phase-transition or threshold behavior, in that its solution quality
degenerates abruptly and dramatically when the degree of parallel executions of distributed agents
increases beyond some critical value. We also consider the completeness and complexity of DBA for
distributed graph coloring. We show that DBA is complete on coloring acyclic graphs, coloring an
acyclic graph of n nodes in O(n2) steps. However, on a cyclic graph, DBA may never terminate. To
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improve DBA’s performance on coloring cyclic graphs, we propose two stochastic variations. Finally,
we directly compare DSA and DBA for solving distributed graph coloring and distributed scheduling
problems in sensor networks. The results show that DSA is superior to DBA when controlled prop-
erly, having better or competitive solution quality and significantly lower communication cost than
DBA. Therefore, DSA is the algorithm of choice for our distributed scheduling problems and other
distributed problems of similar properties.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and overview
In recent years, various micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) devices, such as
sensors and actuators with information processing capabilities embedded within, have been
developed and deployed in many real-world applications [12,13]. For example, one ap-
plication that we are interested is detecting and tracking mobile objects in dynamic and
real-time environments, where distributed sensors must cooperatively monitor an area to
detect new objects and some of the sensors have to sense and measure at the same time in
order to triangulate a target. Another application is acoustic fairing for vibration dampen-
ing in the avionics domain using a grid of distributed sensors and actuators, whose actions
have to be coordinated properly. In all these applications, there are logical restrictions
among the actions of the sensors and actuators and restrictions on available computational
and communication resources as well as restrictions on energy consumption.
Multi-agent system technology can play a critical role in developing large-scale net-
worked, embedded systems using such smart devices, by providing frameworks for build-
ing and analyzing such systems. Due to the real-time nature of many applications and
limited computational resources on the devices, e.g., slow CPUs and small memories, the
key to large-scale, real-time MEMS is the mechanism that the smart devices (or agents)
use to make viable distributed decisions in restricted time with limited computational
resources. Therefore, the methods for distributed constraint problem solving are also im-
portant tools for such real-time decision making in distributed environments.
Complementary to the current research on sensor networks, which has largely focused
on building ad hoc mobile communication networks (e.g., [5,23]), this line of research of
applying multi-agent system technology and constraint problem-solving techniques has a
paramount importance to the overall success of embedded sensor networks by addressing
the key issue of resource allocation at the application level.
We have been developing large-scale sensor networks controlled by distributed multi-
agent systems for the applications of mobile object detection and tracking problem and the
vibration dampening in the avionics domain, which we formulate as distributed scheduling
with various constraints in the forms of distributed constraint satisfaction problems (Dis-
CSPs) and distributed constraint optimization problems (DisCOPs). We place an agent on
top of a sensor, which runs on a battery and has a slow CPU, a small memory and a wireless
communication unit. The sensors/agents need to be programmed in such a way that they
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can collaboratively carry out a task, which no single sensor/agent can finish on its own. In
this research, we are particularly interested in low-overhead methods for solving DisCSPs
and DisCOPs. By low-overhead methods we mean those in which agents require limited
communication and make their own decisions without knowledge of the overall system
and the actions of other agents.
In this paper, we study distributed stochastic algorithm (DSA) [2,3,8] and distributed
breakout algorithm (DBA) [10,16,18], two existing algorithms for DisCSP, for the pur-
pose of solving our distributed scheduling problems in sensor networks. In other words,
we apply and extend these algorithms to solving DisCOPs, which are much more difficult
than DisCSPs since an optimization problem is in general harder than its decision counter-
part. Our objectives are twofold. First, we aim at understanding how these two algorithms
compare with each other on a real-world application such as our scan scheduling problem.
Second, we want to identify applicable conditions and parameters of these algorithms for
real applications in sensor networks.
Note that DSA and DBA are incomplete; they do not guarantee to find satisfying solu-
tions to DisCSPs and thus may not find optimal solutions to DisCOPs either. Nevertheless,
we choose these algorithms for two reasons. First, compared to complete distributed al-
gorithms, such as those of [9,16,17], DSA and DBA do not require any global control
mechanism. Agents in these algorithms only need information local to themselves and in-
formation of neighboring agents connected through an underlying constraint graph. There-
fore, they have low computational and communication cost. These algorithms also do not
keep track of many previous states that have been visited, so that memory requirement is
low as well. Second, as we will see later in the paper, these algorithms are able to make
progressively improving global solutions, which are aggregated from the current states of
individual agents. Even though individual agents are not aware of such global states as
usually no global state is computed, such states can be used as anytime solutions. Obvi-
ously these algorithms do not guarantee the optimality of solutions that they provide, they
are sufficient for finding good approximate solutions in real-time environments where the
targeting objectives may very often change over time.
In addition to the above important characteristics to serve the needs of some applications
in sensor networks, DSA and DBA also have unique features in resolving conflicts among
distributed agents. DBA introduces priorities among agents’ actions for conflict resolution,
while DSA uses randomness to possibly avoid conflicts. Moreover, as shown in this paper,
DSA has a threshold behavior, in which solution quality degrades abruptly and dramati-
cally as the randomness for conflict resolutions increases beyond a critical value; and DBA
becomes complete and has a low polynomial time complexity for distributed graph coloring
problems when the underlying constraint graphs are acyclic. Furthermore, we also show
that on other constraint graph structures, including the constraint graphs constructed from
our motivating applications, DSA is superior to DBA, generally finding better solutions
with less time. Overall, our experimental results show that DSA is a good choice of algo-
rithm for our sensor network applications and other distributed graph coloring problems.
The paper is organized as follows. A detailed account of the scheduling problems in
sensor networks is given in Section 2. We formulate the problems as weighted color-
ing problems in Section 3 and discuss the benchmark problems and simulation methods
adopted in this study in Section 4. We then describe DSA and analyze its threshold be-
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havior in Section 5. We consider DBA and its completeness and complexity for graph
coloring in Section 6. We also discuss introducing randomness to improve DBA’s perfor-
mance. In Section 7, we compare the performance of DSA and DBA on distributed graph
coloring and our distributed scheduling problem of finding the shortest scan schedules for
mobile object detection. We discuss related work in Section 8, and finally conclude in
Section 9.
Early results of this research have appeared in [19–22].
2. Distributed constraint satisfaction and optimization in sensor networks
To set the stage for our investigation of distributed algorithms,we first describe our
application problems in sensor networks, which will be subsequently formulated as dis-
tributed constraint problems in the next section.
2.1. Detecting mobile objects
Detecting and tracking mobile objects in large open environments is an important topic
that has many real applications in different domains, such as avionics, surveillance and
robot navigation. We have been developing such an object detecting and tracking system
using MEMS sensors, each of which operates under restricted energy sources, i.e., batter-
ies, and has a small amount of memory and restricted computational power. In a typical
application of our system, a collection of small Doppler sensors are scattered in an open
area to detect possible foreign objects moving into the region. Each sensor can scan and
detect an object within a fixed radius. The overall detecting area of a sensor is divided into
three equal sectors, and the sensor can only operate in one sector at any given time. The
sensors can communicate with one another through radio communication. The radio chan-
nel is not reliable, however, in that a signal may get lost due to, for instance, a collision of
signals from multiple sensors, or distorted due to environment noises. Moreover, switch-
ing from one scanning sector to another sector and sending and receiving radio signals take
time and consume energy. To save energy, a sensor may turn itself off periodically if doing
so does not reduce system performance.
The overall system operates to achieve several conflicting goals, to detect as many for-
eign objects as quickly as possible and meanwhile to preserve energy as much as possible
so as to prolong the system’s lifetime. The overall problem is thus to find a distributed scan
schedule to optimize an objective function that balances the above conflicting goals.
One of our goals here is to develop a scalable sensor network for object detection in
that the system response time for detecting a new object does not degenerate when the
system size increases. To this end, we place an agent on top of each sensor and make
the agent as autonomous as possible. This means that an agent will not rely on informa-
tion of the whole system, rather on local information regarding its neighboring sensors.
These agents also try to avoid unnecessary communication so as to minimize system re-
sponse time. Therefore, complex coordination and reasoning methods are not suitable and
algorithms that have low overhead on computational and communication cost are desir-
able.
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2.2. Acoustic fairing and vibration dampeningIn a typical application in the avionics domain in which we are interested, a large num-
ber of sensors and actuators are mounted on the surface of an object, such as an aircraft’s
wing. Such surface may be distorted due to excessive exterior disturbances. To detect pos-
sible excessive disturbances, selected actuators generate signals, in a form of vibrations.
The sensors within a neighborhood of an actuator then detect possible damages at their
locations by measuring the frequencies and strengths of the vibration signals. To this end,
sensors and actuators are arranged in grid structures on the surface to be protected. Two re-
strictions on the system make the problem of damage detection difficult. First, the sensors
and actuators operate on limited energy sources, i.e., batteries. Therefore, the number of
signaling actuators must be as small as possible, as long as they maintain coverage of the
overall area. Second, two signals whose strengths are above a certain threshold at a sensor
location will interfere with each other. This constraint, therefore, requires that the signaling
actions of two overlapping actuators be synchronized so that no interfering signals will be
generated at a sensor location at any time.
In our system, we embed an agent in each sensor and actuator to control its sequence of
actions. These embedded, distributed agents then collaboratively detect possible damages
to the area the sensors cover using a small amount of energy and with a low real-time re-
sponse time. We need to make the system scalable to accommodate the restricted resources
on the underlying hardware and to meet the real-time requirement. Therefore, we make the
agents as autonomous as possible by distributing all the decision-making functionalities to
individual units. Simple, low-overhead methods are then adopted to reduce communication
costs and to speed up decision making processes.
3. Constraint models in distributed graph coloring
The problems in sensor networks discussed in the previous section are in essence dis-
tributed scheduling problems. Our first step to addressing these problems is to model them
as distributed constraint satisfaction and optimization problems. Indeed, the core issues in
our applications discussed earlier can be captured as distributed graph coloring problems.
In the mobile object detection problem, a sensor needs to scan its three sectors as often
as possible. However, to save energy, two neighboring sensors should try to avoid scanning
a common area covered by two overlapping sensor sectors at the same time since one
sensor’s sensing of an area is sufficient to detect possible objects in the area. The objective
is to find a sequence of sensing actions so that each sensor sector can be scanned at least
once within a minimal period of time. In other words, the objective is a cyclic scan schedule
in which each sector is scanned at least once with the constraint of minimizing the energy
usage.
As all agents execute the same procedure, scanning actions on different sensors take
approximately the same amount of time. Assume that the sensors are synchronized,2 an
2 The algorithms we will consider shortly, DSA and DBA, are synchronous. It has also been observed that un-
der certain conditions asynchronized actions may actually improve the performance of a distributed algorithm [4].
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assumption that can be lifted by a synchronization method [14]. Indeed, DBA and its syn-
chronization mechanism have been implemented and tested on a real-time middleware
using Object Request Broker framework [15].
We can model the distributed scan scheduling as the following problem of coloring a
weighted graph to minimize the weight of violated constraints. Let G(V,E) be an undi-
rected graph with a set of hypernodes V and a set of edges E. Each hypernode v ∈ V ,
which represents a sensor, consists of k nodes, v1, v2, . . . , vk , which model k sectors of the
sensor. In our application, we have k = 3. An edge between nodes ui ∈ u and vj ∈ v is
denoted as (ui , vj ) ∈ E, and ui and vj are called neighbors. Two hypernodes are neigh-
bors if any pair of their nodes are neighbors. The weight of an edge (ui, vj ), denoted as
w(ui, vj ), is the area of a common region covered by sector ui of sensor u and sector vj
of sensor v. Every hypernode is given a total of T available colors to be used, where |T |
corresponds to a schedule length when each scanning action is assumed to take a unit time.
A sensor may be active and inactive during a scanning process; it is given an activation ra-
tio α  1 to captures the frequency of how often it should be active. In other words, 1 − α
is the frequency with which a sensor should turn itself off to save energy. Given the total
available colors T , the weighted graph coloring problem is to color the nodes based on
the following criteria. First, exactly αT  colors are used within a hypernode. This means
that a hypernode may assign more than one color to a node within the hypernode, but at a
different time, if the number of available colors is greater than the number of the nodes in
the hypernode, i.e., αT  > k. Second, every node must have at least one color and no two
nodes within a hypernode can share a color, meaning that a sensor can only scan one sector
at any given time. Third, minimizing conflicts between pairs of nodes in different hyper-
nodes such that the total weight of violations across hypernodes is minimized. When no
conflict is allowed or a minimal level of allowed conflicts is specified, the overall problem
is to find the minimal number of allowed colors T .
The distortion and damage detection problem discussed in Section 2.2 can also be
captured by a constraint model. Scheduling the signaling activities of actuators can be
formulated as a distributed graph coloring problem. A color here corresponds to a time slot
in which an actuator sends out signals. The number of colors is therefore the length in time
units of a schedule. The problem is to find a shortest schedule such that vibration signals
do not interfere with one another to increase damage detection response time and reduce
the amount of wasted energy. The problem is equivalent to finding the chromatic number
of a given constraint graph, which corresponds to the minimal worst-case response time
and a coloring of the graph within the overall system response time. In short, this damage
detection problem is a distributed constraint satisfaction/optimization problem with vari-
ables and constraints distributed among agents. Collectively the agents find a solution to
minimize the number of violated constraints.
4. Benchmark problems and simulation method
In addition to the above specific graph coloring problems derived from our distributed
scheduling problems in sensor network applications, we adopt in this paper three different
graph structures in our experimental analysis in order to fully understand the features of
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the distributed algorithms to be investigated. The first structure is a grid. We generate grids
of various sizes, including dimensions of 20 × 20, 40 × 40 and 60 × 60, and use different
numbers of colors, ranging from two to eight. In order to study how a distributed algorithm
will scale up to large problems, we simulate infinitely large grids by removing the grid
boundaries through connecting the nodes on the top to those on the bottom as well as
the nodes on the left to those on the right of the grids. We also change the degree of
constrainedness by changing the number of neighbors that a node may have. Specifically,
on a degree k = 4 grid, each node has four neighbors, one each to the top, the bottom, the
left and the right. Similarly, on a degree k = 8 grid, each node has eight neighbors, one
each to the top left, top right, bottom left and bottom right in addition to the four neighbors
in a k = 4 grid. The difficulty of coloring these grids depends on the number of colors used.
It is easy to see that all grids with degree k = 4 are 2-colorable and all grids with degree
k = 8 are 3-colorable. In general, coloring a grid of k = 8 is more difficult than coloring a
grid of k = 4 using the same number of colors.
The second graph structure we consider is a random graph. we use graphs with 400 and
800 nodes and average node connectivity equal to k = 4 and k = 8. A graph is generated
by adding edges to randomly selected pairs of nodes. These two types of graphs are used
to make a correspondence to the grid structures of degrees of k = 4 and k = 8 mentioned
before. However, as the way these random graphs are generated, their chromatic numbers
are generally unknown a priori. The chromatic number of a random graph with an average
connectivity k is expected to be higher than the chromatic number of a grid with degree k.
Therefore, a random graph is typically more difficult to color than a grid if both have the
same average connectivity.
The third graph structure we experiment with is a random tree. We generate random
trees with depth four and average branching factors k = 4 and k = 8. Note that trees are
2-colorable.
Using these graph coloring problems and different number of available colors, we are
able to generate problem instances of various constrainedness for our experimental analy-
sis.
Following [16], we investigate distributed algorithms on these four sets of graph color-
ing problems using a discrete event simulation method running on a single machine. In this
method, an agent maintains a step counter, equivalent to a simulated clock. The counter is
increased by one after the agent has executed one step of computation, in which it sends
its state information, if necessary, receives neighbors’ messages, if any, and carries out its
local computation. The overall solution quality is measured, at a particular time point, by
the total number of constraints violated, and the communication cost is measured by the
total number of messages sent.
5. Distributed stochastic search
In this section, we study the distributed stochastic search algorithm. In fact, this is not a
single algorithm, rather a family of distributed algorithms, as we will see shortly.
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5.1. The algorithmDistributed stochastic algorithm (DSA) is uniform [14] in that all processes are equal
and have no identities to distinguish one another. It is also synchronous in principle [14] in
that all processes proceed in synchronized steps and in each step it sends and receives (zero
or more) messages and then performs local computations, i.e., changing local state. Note
that synchronization in DSA is not crucial since it can be achieved by a synchronization
mechanism [14]. Under certain conditions asynchronous actions may in fact improve the
performance of a DSA algorithm [4].
The idea of DSA and its variations is simple [2,3,8,11]. After an initial step in which
the agents pick random values for their variables, they go through a sequence of steps until
a termination condition is met. In each step, an agent sends its current state information,
i.e., its variable value in our case, to its neighboring agents if it changed its value in the
previous step, and receives state information from the neighbors. It then decides, often
stochastically, to keep its current value or change to a new one. The objective for value
changing is to possibly reduce violated constraints. A sketch of DSA is in Algorithm 1.
The most critical step of DSA is for an agent to decide the next value, based on its
current state and its perceived states of the neighboring agents. If the agent cannot find a
new value to improve its current state, it will not change its current value. If there exists
such a value that improves or maintains state quality, the agent may or may not change to
the new value based on a stochastic scheme.
Table 1 lists five possible strategies for value change, leading to five variations of the
DSA algorithm. In DSA-A, an agent may change its value only when the state quality
can be improved. Specifically, when the number of conflicts can be reduced, an agent may
change to the value that gives rise to the maximum conflict reduction with probability p;
or keep the current value unchanged with probability 1 −p. DSA-B is the same as DSA-A
except that an agent may also change its value with probability p if there is a violated
constraint and changing its value will not degrade state quality. DSA-B is expected to have
a better performance than DSA-A since by reacting stochastically when the current state
cannot be improved directly (∆ = 0 and there exists a conflict), the violated constraint
may be satisfied in the next step by the value change at one of the agents involved in the
constraint. Thus, DSA-B will change value more often and has a higher degree of parallel
actions than DSA-A.
Furthermore, DSA-C is more aggressive than DSA-B, changing value even if the state
is at a local minima where there exists no conflict but another value leading to a state of the
Algorithm 1. Sketch of DSA, executed by all agents
Randomly choose a value
while (no termination condition is met) do
if (a new value is assigned) then
send the new value to neighbors
end if
collect neighbors’ new values, if any
select and assign the next value (see Table 1)
end while
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Table 1
Next value selection in DSAs. Here, ∆ is the best possible conflict reduction between two
steps, v the value giving ∆, and p the probability to change the current value (and thus 1 − p
the probability to maintain the current value in the next step), and “–” means no value change.
Notice that when ∆ > 0 there must be a conflict
Algorithm ∆ > 0 Conflict, ∆ = 0 No conflict, ∆ = 0
DSA-A v with p – –
DSA-B v with p v with p –
DSA-C v with p v with p v with p
DSA-D v v with p –
DSA-E v v with p v with p
same quality as the current one. An agent in DSA-C may move to such an equal-quality
value in the next step. It is expected that by moving to another value, an agent gives up its
current value that may block any of its neighbors to move to a better state. Therefore, the
overall quality of the algorithm may improve by introducing this equal-quality swapping
at a single node. The actual effects of this move remain to be examined.
Parallel to DSA-B and DSA-C, we have two, more aggressive variations. DSA-D and
DSA-E extends DSA-B and DSA-C, respectively, by allowing an agent to move, determin-
istically, to a new value as long as it can improve the current state (∆ > 0). These variations
make an agent more greedily self centered in that whenever there is a good move, it will
take it.
Notice that the level of activities at an agent increase from DSA-A, to DSA-B and
to DSA-C, and from DSA-D to DSA-E. The level of activities also reflects the degree of
parallel executions among neighboring processes. When the level of local activities is high,
so is the degree of parallel executions.
To change the degree of parallel executions, an agent may switch to a different DSA al-
gorithm, or change the probability p that controls the likelihood of updating its value if the
agent attempts to do so. This probability controls the level of activities at individual agents
and the degree of parallel executions among neighboring processes. One major objective
of this research is to investigate the effects of this control parameter on the performance of
DSA algorithms.
The termination conditions and methods to detect them are complex issues of their own.
We may adopt a distributed termination detection algorithm [14]. Without introducing high
computation cost to these low-overhead algorithm, we terminate DSAs after a fixed number
of steps in our implementation. This simple termination method serves the basic needs of
the current research, i.e., experimentally investigating the behavior and performance of
these algorithms, one of the main focuses of this paper.
5.2. Phase transitions
DSAs are stochastic; they may behave differently even if all conditions are equal. We
are interested in the relative improvement that these algorithm can make from one step to
the next after sufficiently long executions. We are specifically interested in the relationship
between the degree of parallel executions, controlled by the probability p (see Table 1),
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and the performance of the algorithms, including their solution quality and communication
costs.
It turns out that the performance of DSAs may experience phase transitions on some
constraint structures when the degree of parallelism increases. Phase transitions refer to a
phenomenon of a system in which some global properties change rapidly and dramatically
when a control or order parameter goes across a critical value [1,7]. A simple example of a
phase transition is water changing from liquid to ice when the temperature drops below the
freezing point. For the problem of interest here, the system property is DSAs performance
(solution quality and communication cost) and the order parameter is the probability p that
controls the degree of parallel executions of the agents.
5.2.1. Solution quality
We experimentally investigate DSAs’ phase-transition behavior on grids, random
graphs and trees using the simulation method discussed in Section 4. Starting from ran-
dom initial colorings, we let the algorithms run for a large number of steps, to the point
where the overall coloring quality does not change significantly from one step to the next.
We then measure the solution quality, in terms of the number of constraints violated. In our
experiments, we measure the performance at 1000 steps; longer executions, such as 5000
and 10,000 steps, exhibit almost the same results. We varied the degree of parallel execu-
tions, the probability p in Table 1. The solution quality indeed exhibits phase-transition
behavior on grid and graph structures as the degree of parallelism increases.
Grids. Fig. 1 shows the total numbers of constraint violations after 1000 steps of the algo-
rithms using two colors on 20×20 grids with k = 4 (Fig. 1 (left)) and k = 8 (Fig. 1 (right)).
Each data point of the figure is averaged over 1000 random initial colorings. Note that the
results from larger grids, such as 40×40 grids, follow almost identical patterns as in Fig. 1.
The figures show that DSAs’ phase-transition behavior is controlled by the degree of
parallelism, except DSA-A on grids with k = 4. The transitions are typically very sharp.
For example, as Fig. 1 (left) shows, the solution quality of DSA-B and DSA-C decreases
abruptly and dramatically when the probability p increases above 0.8. More importantly
and surprisingly, after the transition, the solution quality is even worse than a random
Fig. 1. Solution quality phase transitions on 2-coloring grids; k = 4 (left) and k = 8 (right).
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coloring. The average solution quality of random colorings corresponds to the point p = 0
on the DSA-B and DSA-C curves in the figure. This indicates that the degree of parallel
executions should be controlled under a certain level in order for the algorithms to have
a good performance. Furthermore, the transitions start earlier for DSA-D and DSA-E. In
contrast, DSA-A, the most conservative algorithm, does not show phase transitions on grids
of k = 4, and its average solution quality is much worse than that of DSA-B, because it
may be easily trapped in local minima.
The degree of parallelism and the constrainedness of the underlying network structures
also interplay. Grids with k = 4 are 2-colorable, while grids with k = 8 are not and are
thus overconstrained. The results shown in Fig. 1 indicate that the phase transitions appear
sooner on overconstrained problems than on underconstrained problems. Even the most
conservative DSA-A also experiences a phase transition when k = 8. The most aggressive
ones, DSA-D and DSA-E, always perform worse than a random coloring on this overcon-
strained grid.
A coloring problem becomes easier if more colors are used, since it is less constrained
to find a satisfying color in the next step. However, the phase-transition behavior persists
even when the number of colors increases. Fig. 2 shows the results on grids with k = 8
using 4 and 5 colors. Notice that the curves in the 4-color figure and the curves for 3 colors
(not shown here) follow similar patterns as in the case for 2 colors in Fig. 1 (right).
Graphs. The phase transitions of DSAs persist on graphs as well, and follow similar
patterns as in the grid cases. We conducted experiments on random graphs. We generated
graphs with 400 and 800 nodes and averaged node connectivity equal to k = 4 and k = 8.
Fig. 3 shows the results on graphs with k = 4 and k = 8 using 2 colors, and Fig. 4 the
results on graphs with k = 8 using 4 and 5 colors. Each data point is an average of 1000
random instances. The solution quality is also measured after 1000 steps of executions. As
all the figures show, the phase transitions on random graphs have similar patterns as those
on grids. Therefore, the discussions on the grids apply in principle to random graphs. We
need to mention that on graphs, the most aggressive algorithms, DSA-D and DSA-E, do
not perform very well under all degrees of parallel executions. This, combined with the
results on grids, leads to the conclusion that DSA-D and DSA-E should not be used.
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Fig. 4. Solution quality phase transitions on graphs; k = 8 using 4 colors (left) and 5 colors (right).
Fig. 5. A local minimum situation for DSA for coloring a tree with 2 colors. See text for detail.
There is no phase transition observed on random trees in our tests. All DSAs perform
poorly on 2-coloring, in comparison with their performance on grids and graphs. This
seems to be counter-intuitive since trees have the simplest structures among all these net-
work structures. A close examination showed that DSAs may be easily trapped into local
minima. Fig. 5 illustrates a scenario of local minimum where DSA will not be able to
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escape. Variables 2 to 7 will not change their values since doing so will increase their con-
flicts. The only variable that may change value is node 1, which, however, will not improve
the solution quality. There are many similar local minima for DSA in coloring trees with
two colors.
The observation of such unfavorable local minima in trees also provides an explanation
why DSA can perform reasonably well on graphs. Considering creating a graph from a
tree by connecting the leaf nodes in the tree. For example, we can add edges to the leaf
nodes in Fig. 5, making the tree a graph. As a result, the constraints between leaf nodes
will be pushed into the internal nodes and consequently be resolved through local variable
adjustments.
5.2.2. Communication cost
We have so far focused on DSAs’ solution quality without paying any attention to their
communication costs. Communication in a sensor network has an inherent delay and could
be unreliable in many situations. Therefore, communication cost of a distributed algorithm
is an integral part of its overall performance. It is desirable to keep communication cost as
low as possible.
In fact, the communication cost of a DSA algorithm goes hand-in-hand with its solution
quality. Recall that an agent will send a message to its neighbors after it changed its value
(see Algorithm 1 and Table 1). In DSA-A, DSA-B and DSA-D, an agent may change its
value if there is a conflict, and will not do so if it is currently at a state of a local minimum,
while in DSA-C and DSA-E, an agent may probabilistically change its value at a local
minimum state. Therefore, in general the communication cost at a node will go down if the
agent moves to a better state, and go up otherwise. As a result, the overall communication
cost will also follow similar trends. If the solution quality of DSA improves over time, so
does its communication cost. Therefore, the communication cost is also controlled by the
degree of parallel executions of the agents. The higher the parallel probability p, the higher
the communication cost will be.
We verified this prediction by experiments on grids and graphs, using the same problem
instances as used for analyzing solution quality. Fig. 6 shows the communication cost on
grids with k = 8 using 4 colors (left) and 5 colors (right) after 1000 steps. Comparing
Fig. 6. Communication phase transitions on grids with k = 8 using 4 colors (left) and 5 colors (right).
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these figures with those in Fig. 2, it is evident that solution quality and communication
cost follow almost identical patterns. Furthermore, the communication cost on graphs (not
shown here) follows similar patterns as those on grids.
6. Breakout and distributed breakout
Distributed breakout algorithm (DBA) is based on a centralized predecessor. To better
understand the distributed algorithm, we start with the centralized version. We then study
the strength and weakness of DBA for graph coloring.
6.1. The algorithms
The breakout algorithm [10] is a local search method equipped with an innovative
scheme of escaping local minima for CSP. Given a CSP, the algorithm first assigns a weight
of one to all constraints. It then picks a value for every variable. If no constraint is violated,
the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, it chooses a variable that can reduce the total weight
of the unsatisfied constraints if its value is changed. If such a weight-reducing variable-
value pair exists, the algorithm changes the value of a chosen variable. The algorithm
continues the process of variable selection and value change until no weight-reducing vari-
able can be found. At that point, it reaches a local minimum if a constraint violation still
exists. Instead of restarting from another random initial assignment, the algorithm tries to
escape from the local minimum by increasing the weights of all violated constraints by one
and proceeds as before. This weight change will force the algorithm to alter the values of
some variables to satisfy the violated constraints.
Centralized breakout can be extended to distributed breakout algorithm (DBA) [16,18].
Without loss of generality, we assign an agent to a variable, and assume that all agents
have unique identifiers. Two agents are neighbors if they share a common constraint. An
agent communicates only with its neighbors. At each step of DBA, an agent exchanges
Algorithm 2. Sketch of DBA
set the local weights of constraints to one
value ← a random value from domain
while (no termination condition met) do
exchange value with neighbors
WR ← BestPossibleWeightReduction()
send WR to neighbors and collect their WRs
if (WR > 0) then
if (it has the biggest improvement among neighbors) then
value ← the value that gives WR
end if
else
if (no neighbor can improve) then
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its current variable value with its neighbors, computes the possible weight reduction if it
changes its current value, and decides if it should do so. To avoid simultaneous variable
changes among neighboring agents, only the agent having the maximal weight reduction
has the right to alter its current value. If ties occur, the agents break the ties based on
their identifiers. The above process of DBA is sketched in Algorithm 2. For simplicity, we
assume each step is synchronized among the agents. This assumption can be lifted by a
synchronization mechanism [14].
In the description of [16,18], each agent also maintains a variable, called my-
termination-counter (MTC), to help detect a possible termination condition. At each step,
an agent’s MTC records the diameter of a subgraph centered around the agent within which
all the agents’ constraints are satisfied. For instance, an agent’s MTC is zero if one of its
neighbors has a violated constraint; it is equal to one when its immediate neighbors have no
violation. Therefore, if the diameter of the constraint graph is known to each agent, when
an agent’s MTC is equal to the known diameter, DBA can terminate with the current agent
values as a satisfying solution. However, MTCs may never become equal to the diameter
even if a solution exists. There are cases in which the algorithm is not complete in that it
cannot guarantee to find a solution even if one exists. Such a worst case depends on the
structure of a problem, a topic of the next section. We do not include the MTC here to keep
our description simple.
It is worthwhile to point out that the node, or agent, identifiers are not essential to the
algorithm. They are only used to establish a priority between two competing agents for tie
breaking. As long as such priorities exists, node identifiers are not needed. Nevertheless,
such priorities still make DBA less applicable than DSA, since establishing node priorities
may not be always feasible in all situations and DSA does not require node priorities at all.
6.2. Completeness and complexity
Distributed algorithms that do not have a global coordination mechanism, are incom-
plete in that they cannot guarantee to find a solution even if one exists, which is true for
the algorithms we consider here. It is also generally difficult to show the completeness of
a distributed algorithm and to analyze its complexity. In this section, we consider the com-
pleteness and complexity of DBA on a special class of problems, i.e., distributed graph
coloring. Here, the complexity is defined as DBA’s number of synchronized distributed
steps. In one step, value changes at different nodes are allowed while one variable can
change its value at most once. We also use the terms variables, nodes and agents inter-
changeably in our discussion.
6.2.1. Acyclic graphs
First notice that acyclic graphs or trees are 2-colorable. Since graph coloring is in gen-
eral less constrained with more colors, it is sufficient to consider coloring acyclic graphs
with two colors. To simplify our discussion, we first consider chains, which are special
acyclic graphs. The results on chains will also serve as a basis for trees.
Chains. We will refer to the combination of variable values and constraint weights as
a problem state, or state for short. A solution of a constraint problem is a state with no
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violated constraint. We say two states are adjacent if DBA can move from one state to the
other within one step.
Lemma 6.1. DBA will not visit the same problem state more than once when 2-coloring a
chain.
Proof. Assume the opposite, i.e., DBA can visit a state twice in a process as follows,
Sx → Sy → ·· · → Sz → Sx . Obviously no constraint weight is allowed to increase at any
state on this cycle. Suppose that node x changes its value at state Sx to resolve a conflict C
involving x . In the worst case a new conflict at the other side of the node will be created. C
is thus “pushed” to the neighbor of x , say y . Two possibilities exist. First, C is resolved at
y or another node along the chain, so that no state cycle will form. Second, C returns to x ,
causing x to change its value back to its previous value. Since nodes are ordered, i.e., they
have prioritized identifiers, violations may only move in one direction and C cannot return
to x from y without changing a constraint weight. This means that C must move back to x
from another path, which contradicts the fact that the structure is a chain. 
Lemma 6.2. DBA can increase a constraint weight to at most n/2 when coloring a chain
of n variables using at least two colors.
Proof. The weight of the first constraint on the left of the chain will never change and
thus remain at one, since the left end node can always change its value to satisfy its only
constraint. The weight of the second constraint on the left can increase to two at the most.
When the weight of the second constraint is two and the second constraint on the left
is violated, the second node will always change its value to satisfy the second constraint
because it has a higher weight than the first constraint. This will push the violation to the
left end node and force it to change its value and thus resolve the conflict. This argument
can be inductively applied to the other internal nodes and constraints along the chain. In
fact, it can be applied to both ends of the chain. So the maximal possible constraint weight
on the chain will be n/2. 
Immediate corollaries of this lemma are the best and worst arrangements of variable
identifiers. In the best case, the end nodes of the chain should be most active, always trying
to satisfy the only constraint, and resolving any conflict. Therefore, the end nodes should
have the highest priority, followed by their neighbors, and so on to the middle of the chain.
The worst case is simply the opposite of the best case; the end nodes are most inactive and
have the lowest priority, followed by their neighbors, and so on.
Lemma 6.2 applies to a chain with no restriction on the color a node can take. In fact,
we can prove a more general scenario where nodes may be restricted to fixed colors, which
may lead to cases where no solution exists.
Theorem 6.1. DBA terminates in at most n2 steps with a solution, if it exists, or with an
answer of no solution, if it does not exist, when coloring a chain of n variables using at
least two colors.
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Proof. As a chain is always 2-colorable, the combination of the above lemmas gives the
result for a chain with nodes of domain sizes at least two. It is possible, however, that no
solution exists if some variables have fixed values or colors. In this case, it is easy to create
a conflict between two nodes with domain size one, which will never be resolved. As a
result, the weights of the constraints between these two nodes will be raised to n. If each
agent knows the chain length n, DBA can be terminated when a constraint weight is more
than n. (In fact, the chain length can be computed in O(n) steps as follows. An end node
first sends number 1 to its only neighbor. The neighboring node adds one to the number
received and then passes the new number to the other neighbor. The number reached at the
other end of the chain is the chain length, which can be subsequently disseminated to the
rest of the chain. The whole process takes 2n steps.) Furthermore, a node needs at most
n − 1 steps to increase a constraint weight if it has to do so. This worst case occurs when
a chain contains two variables at two ends of the chain which have the lowest priorities
and unity domain sizes so neither of them can change its value. On such a chain, a conflict
can be pushed around between the two end nodes many time. Every time a conflict reaches
an end node, the node increases the constraint weight to push the conflict back. Since a
constraint weight will be no more than n, the result follows. 
A significant implication of these results is a termination condition for DBA for coloring
a chain. If DBA does not find a solution in n2 steps, it can terminate with the conclusion
that no solution exists. This new termination condition and DBA’s original termination
condition of my-termination-counter guarantee DBA to terminate on a chain.
Trees. The key to the proof for coloring chain and tree structures is that no cycle exists
in an acyclic graph, so that the same conflict cannot return to a node without increasing a
constraint weight.
The arguments on the maximal constraint weight for coloring chains hold for general
acyclic graphs or trees. First consider the case that each variable has a domain size at least
two. In an acyclic graph, an arbitrary constraint (link) C connects two disjoint acyclic
graphs, G1 and G2. Assume G1 and G2 have n1 and n2 nodes, respectively, and n1  n2.
Then the maximal possible weight W on C cannot be more than n1, which is proven
inductively as follows. If the node v associated with C is the only node of G1, then the
claim is true since v can always accommodate C. If G1 is a chain, then the arguments for
Lemma 6.2 apply directly and the maximal possible weight of a constraint is the number
of links the constraint is away from the end variable of G1. If v is the only node in G1
that connects to more than one constraint in G1, which we call a branching node, then a
conflict at C may be pushed into G1 when the weight of C is greater than the sum of the
weights of all constraints in G1 linked to v, which is at most equal to the number of nodes
of G1. The same arguments equally apply when v is not the only branching node of G1.
Therefore, the maximal constraint weight is bounded by n.
The worst-case complexity can be derived similarly. A worst case occurs when all end
variables of an acyclic graph have fixed values, so that a conflict may never be pushed out
of the graph. A constraint weight can be bumped up by one after a conflict has traveled
from an end node to other end nodes and back, within at most n steps.
Based on these arguments, we have the following result.
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Theorem 6.2. DBA terminates in at most n2 steps with either an optimal solution, if it
exists, or an answer of no solution, if it does not exist, when coloring an acyclic graph with
n nodes with at least two colors.
The above completeness result can be directly translated to centralized breakout algo-
rithm, leading to its completeness of coloring acyclic graphs as well. Moreover, since each
step in DBA is equivalent to n steps in the centralized algorithm, each of which examines a
distinct variable, the complexity result on DBA also means that the worst-case complexity
of the centralized algorithm is O(n3). These analytical results reveal the superiority of cen-
tralized breakout algorithm and DBA over conventional local search methods of coloring
acyclic graphs, including the distributed stochastic algorithm discussed in Section 5, which
are not complete even on a chain.
Our experimental results also show that the average number of steps taken by DBA is
much smaller than the n2 upper bound, as shown in Fig. 7. In our experiments, we used dif-
ferent size chains and trees and averaged the results over 100 random trials. We considered
the best- and worst-case identifier arrangements for chains (Fig. 7 (left)) and worst-case
arrangement for trees (where more active nodes are closer to the centers of the trees) with
different branching factors. As the figures show, the average number of steps taken by DBA
is near linear for the worst-case identifier arrangement, and the number of steps is linear
on trees with a worst-case identifier arrangement (Fig. 7 (right)). Furthermore, for a fixed
number of nodes the number of steps decreases inversely when branching factors of the
trees increase. In short, DBA is efficient on coloring acyclic graphs.
6.2.2. Cyclic graphs
Unfortunately, DBA is not complete on cyclic constraint graphs. This will include prob-
lems of non-binary constraints as they can be converted to problems of binary constraints
with cycles. This is also the reason that breakout algorithm is not complete on Boolean
satisfiability with three variables per clause [10], which is equivalent to a constraint with
three variables.
When there are cycles in a graph, conflicts may walk on these cycles forever. To see
this, consider a problem of coloring a ring with an even number of nodes using two colors
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(black and white), as shown in Fig. 8, where the node identifiers and constraint weights are
respectively next to nodes and edges. Fig. 8(1) shows a case where two conflicts appear
at locations between nodes 1 and 3 and between nodes 4 and 5, that are not adjacent to
each other. The weights of the corresponding edges are increased accordingly in Fig. 8(2).
As node 1 (node 4) has a higher priority than node 3 (node 5), it changes its value and
pushes the conflict one step counter-clockwise in Fig. 8(3). The rest of Fig. 8 depicts the
subsequent steps until all constraint weights have been increased to 2. This process can
continue forever with the two conflicts moving in the same direction on the chain at the
same speed, chasing each other endlessly and making DBA incomplete.
6.3. Stochastic variations
A lesson that can be learned from the above worst-case scenario is that conflicts should
not move at the same speed. We thus introduce randomness to alter the speeds of possi-
ble conflict movements on cycles of a graph. This stochastic feature may increase DBA’s
chances of finding a solution possibly with a penalty on convergence to solution for some
cases.
6.3.1. DBA(wp) and DBA(sp)
We can add randomness to DBA in two ways. In the first, we use a probability for tie
breaking. The algorithm will proceed as before, except that when two neighboring variables
have the same improvement for the next step, they will change their values probabilisti-
cally. This means that both variables may change or not change, or just one of them. We
call this variation weak probabilistic DBA, denoted as DBA(wp).
In the second method, which was inspired by the distributed stochastic algorithm [2,3,
20], a variable will change if it has the best improvement among its neighbors. However,
when it can improve but the improvement is not the best among its neighbors, it will change
based on a probability. This variation is more active than DBA and the weak probabilistic
variation. We thus call it strong probabilistic DBA, DBA(sp) for short.
One favorable feature of these variants is that no node identifiers or priorities are needed,
which may be important for some applications where node identifiers or priorities across
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the whole network is expensive to compute. Moreover, these variants give two families of
variations to DBA, depending on the probabilities used. It will be interesting to see how
they vary under different parameters, the topic that we consider next.
6.3.2. DBA(wp) versus DBA(sp)
We first study the two variants on the example of coloring an 8-node ring of Fig. 8. In
the first set of tests, node identifiers and initial colors were randomly generated and 10,000
trials were tested. DBA was unable to terminate on 15% of the total trials after more than
100,000 steps,3 while on the other 85% of the trials DBA found a solution after 5 steps
on average as shown in Fig. 9 (left). In contrast, DBA(wp) and DBA(sp) always found
solutions but required almost twice as many steps on average with the best probability
around 0.6 to 0.7.
In the second set of tests, we used the exact worst-case initial assignment as shown in
Fig. 8. As expected, DBA failed to terminate. DBA(wp) and DBA(sp) found all solutions
on 1000 trials. Since they are stochastic, each trial may run a different number of steps.
The average number of steps under different probability is shown in Fig. 9 (right).
Comparing the results in Fig. 9 (left) and Fig. 9 (right), we see that the peculiar worst-
case initial assignment made DBA(wp) and DBA(sp) take extra steps to break out from
deadlock states, resulting in longer executions.
Next we studied these two families of variants on grids, graphs and trees. We considered
coloring these structures using 2 colors. For grids, we consider 20 × 20, 40 × 40, and 60 ×
60 grids with connectivities of k = 4 and k = 8. The results of 20 ×20 grids with k = 4 are
shown in Fig. 10, averaged over 2000 trials. As the figures show, the higher the probability,
the better DBA(wp)’s performance. For DBA(sp), p = 0.5 is the best probability.
We generated 2000 random graphs with 400 nodes with an average connectivity per
node equal to k = 4 and k = 8 by adding, respectively, 1600 and 3200 edges to randomly
picked pairs of unconnected nodes. These two graphs were used to make a correspondence
to the grid structures of k = 4 and k = 8 considered previously, except that both random
3 Our additional tests also show that DBA’s failure rate decreases as the ring size increases.
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Fig. 11. DBA(wp) (left) and DBA(sp) (right) on graph with 400 nodes and k = 8.
graphs may not be two-colorable. All algorithms were applied to the same set of graphs
for a meaningful comparison. Fig. 11 shows the results on graphs with k = 8. There is no
significant difference within the DBA(wp) family. However, DBA(sp) with large probabil-
ities can significantly degrade to very poor performance, exhibiting a phenomenon similar
to phase transitions. Since DBA(sp) with high probability acts more like the distributed
stochastic algorithm [2,3,20], the degradation of DBA(sp) observed here is in line with the
results of DSA with high parallelism, as discussed in Section 5.2.
We also considered DBA(wp) and DBA(sp) on random trees with various depths and
branching factors. Due to space limitations, we do not include detailed experimental results
here, but give a brief summary. As expected, these algorithms all found optimal solutions
for all 10,000 2-coloring instances. Within DBA(wp) family, there is no significant differ-
ence. However, DBA(sp) with a high probability has a poor anytime performance.
Combining all the results on the constraint structures we considered, DBA(sp) appears
to be a poor algorithm in some cases, especially when its probability is very high.
6.3.3. DBA(wp) and DBA(sp) versus DBA
An unsettled issue so far is how DBA(wp) and DBA(sp) compare with DBA. Here we
used the best parameters for these two variants from the previous tests and compared them
directly with DBA. We averaged the results over the same sets of problem instances we
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Fig. 13. DBA and random DBAs on graph with 400 nodes and k = 8.
used in Section 6.3.2. Figs. 12, 13 and 14 show the experimental results on grids, random
graphs and trees, respectively. With their best parameters, DBA(wp) and DBA(sp) appear
to be comparable to DBA. Furthermore, as discussed earlier, DBA(wp) and DBA(sp) in-
crease the probability of convergence to optimal solutions. DBA(wp), in particular, is a
better alternative in many cases if its probability is chosen carefully. Stochastic features do
not seem to impair DBA’s anytime performance on many problem structures and help over-
come the problem of incompleteness of DBA on graphs with cycles. Therefore, DBA(wp)
should be used in place of DBA.
7. Applications and comparative analysis
We now directly compare DBA and DSA on graph coloring problems generated from
the scan scheduling problem discussed in Section 2.1. In our experiments, we set the sens-
ing radius of a sensor to one unit, and used a square of 10 × 10 units as the area to be
monitored. The number of sensing sectors was set to three to match our hardware system.
We randomly and uniformly placed a fixed number of sensors with arbitrary orientations
in the square. We then converted these problems to graph coloring problems as described
in Section 3. We experimented with different values of maximum allowed colors T , which
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correspond to the cycle steps for scanning, and different sensor activation ratios α, which
determine how often the sensors will be active within a scanning cycle. In the following,
we report the results using T = 6 and T = 18 with α = 2/3.
For DSA, we changed its probability p of parallel executions from 0.1 to 0.99, with an
increment of 0.01. We used 100 instances for each p. We evaluated the performance of
DSA and DBA when they have reached relatively stable states. Specifically, we ran DSA
and DBA to the point where their performance does not change significantly from one step
to the next. On all network sizes we considered, these algorithms’ performances seem to
stabilize after more than 250 steps. Similar results have been observed after 1024, 2048
and more steps. In the rest of this paper, we report the results at 256 steps.
7.1. Solution quality in terms of network sizes
Since one of our ultimate objectives is to choose DBA or DSA to solve our distributed
scan scheduling problem, we need to investigate the relationship between the quality of the
schedules found by these two algorithms and the properties of the underlying networks.
To this end, we experimentally compared DBA and DSA on graph coloring problems pro-
duced from sensor networks of various sizes. We changed the density of graph coloring
graphs by changing the number of sensors N . The solution quality is the total weight of
violated soft constraints normalized by the total weight of soft constraints, measured at 256
steps of the algorithms’ executions when their performances are relatively stable.
We run DBA and DSA with four different representative probabilities p of parallel
executions, 0.1, 0.4, 0.7 and 0.9. We varied the density or number of sensors and compared
the quality of the colorings that DSA and DBA produced. We changed the number of
sensors from 25 to 100 with an increment of 5 sensors, and from 100 to 500 with an
increment of 25 sensors. We averaged the results over 100 random problem instances for
each fixed number of sensors. Fig. 15 shows the result on T = 6. The horizontal axes in
the figures are the numbers of sensors, and the vertical axes are the normalized solution
quality after 256 steps. Longer executions, such as 512 and 1024 steps, exhibit almost
identical results. Fig. 15(a) shows the result in the whole range of 25 to 500 sensors and
Fig. 15(b) expands the results of Fig. 15(a) in the range of 25 to 100 sensors.
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Fig. 16. DSA vs. DBA in terms of number of sensors, T = 18.
As analyzed in Section 6, DBA may perform better than DSA on underconstrained
problems, especially acyclic graphs. An underconstrained scan scheduling problem may be
created when more colors are available. Indeed, when we increased the number of allowed
colors (targeting schedule cycle length) to eighteen (T = 18), DBA outperformed DSA on
sparse networks with less than 50 sensors. This result is shown in Fig. 16, where each data
point is averaged over 100 trials.
Based on the experimental results, we can reach three conclusions. First, DBA typ-
ically performs worse than DSA when its degree of parallelism is not too high in the
range of 25 to 500 sensors. Second, when the sensor density increases, the performance
of DSA may degenerate, especially if its degree of parallelism p is high. Particularly,
on over-constrained networks, a high parallelism may lead to a significantly performance
degradation. For instance, the performance of DSA with p = 0.9 degrades quickly when
there are more than 400 sensors (Fig. 15). The degenerated performance of DSA with a
large p is mainly due to its phase-transition behavior revealed in the previous section.
When the sensor density increases, more constraints will be introduced into the constraints
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of the scan scheduling problem, so that the problem becomes overconstrained. As indi-
cated in the phase-transition section, DSA’s phase-transition behavior appears sooner when
overall constraints are tighter. Third, in the underconstrained region, a higher degree of par-
allelism is preferred to a lower degree.
7.2. Anytime performance
An important feature of our targeting sensor network for object detection is real-time
response. High real-time performance is important, especially for systems with limited
computation and communication resources in which it may be disastrous to wait for the
systems to reach stable or equilibrium states. This is particularly true for our sensor-based
system for object detection and mobile object tracking. Therefore, the algorithm for the
distributed scan scheduling must have anytime property, i.e., the algorithm can be stopped
at anytime during its execution and the set of the then current variable assignments of
individual agents can be returned as a solution. Fortunately, DBA and DSA can both be
used for this purpose because the hard constraints internal to individual sensors (a sensor
cannot scan its two sectors at the same time) are always maintained.
In the rest of this section, we directly compare DBA and DSA as anytime algorithms.
Note that the conventional notion of anytime algorithm requires an anytime algorithm to
return the best solution found before it was terminated. Here, we extend this conventional
notion to allow these algorithms to return the current variable assignments as a solution
if they are terminated at particular time. A critical issue is then the quality of the current
solutions these algorithms can produce during the whole process of their executions. To
investigate this issue, we resort to experimental analysis.
In our experiments, we first considered dense networks with N = 500 and N = 300
sensors. We used the same set of experimental conditions and parameters as in the previ-
ous sections, i.e., sensors have three sectors and are randomly and uniformly placed on a
10 × 10 grid, with results averaged over 100 trials. Based on the phase-transition results
in Section 5.2, DSA performs the best with p = 0.9 and p = 0.78 for the networks of
N = 500 and N = 300 nodes, respectively. We used these parameters in our experiments.
Fig. 17. Anytime performance of DSA and DBA in dense sensor networks, T = 6.
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Fig. 19. Anytime performance of DSA and DBA in dense sensor networks, T = 18.
Fig. 20. Anytime performance of DSA and DBA in sparse sensor networks, T = 18.
The experimental results are in Fig. 17. As the results show, DSA performs much better
than DBA in both anytime performance and final solution quality.
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We now consider sparse sensor networks, using networks with N = 80 and N = 40 sen-
sors as representatives. As discussed earlier, a higher degree of parallelism should be used
on sparse graphs, we thus used p = 0.9 for our two sparse networks. The results, averaged
over 100 trials, are in Fig. 18. Clearly, DBA and DSA exhibits similar performance, with
DSA being able to produce slightly better solutions at the end.
To complete our analysis, we also compared DSA and DBA on the same sets of in-
stances, but with 18 available colors (T = 18). The results on dense and sparse sensor
networks are included in Figs. 19 and 20, respectively. Interestingly, DBA’s anytime per-
formance degenerates, compared to that using T = 6.
In summary, as far as solution quality (anytime and final solutions) is concerned, our ex-
perimental results indicate that DSA should be adopted for the distributed scan scheduling
problem.
7.3. Communication cost
As mentioned earlier, communication in a sensor network has an inherent delay and
could be unreliable in most situations. Therefore, a good distributed algorithm should re-
quire a small number of message exchanges.
In each step of DBA, an agent announces its best possible conflict reduction to its neigh-
bors and receives from the neighbors their possible weight reductions. Thus, the number
of messages sent and received by an agent in each step of DBA is no less than the number
of its neighbors, and the total number of messages exchanged in each step is more than a
constant for a given network.
In contrast, an agent in DSA may not send a message in a step if it does not have
to change its value. In an extreme case, an agent will not change its value if it is at an
local minima. If solution quality of DSA improves over time, its communication cost will
reduce as well. In principle, the communication cost of DSA is correlated to its solution
quality. The better the current solution, the less the number of messages. In addition, the
communication cost is also related to the degree of parallel executions of the agents. The
higher the parallel probability p is, the higher the communication cost will be. As shown
in Section 5, the communication cost of DSA goes hand-in-hand with its solution quality
and also experiences a similar phase-transition or threshold behavior on regular coloring
problems. Fig. 21 shows the phase-transition behavior of DSA’s communication cost on
the N = 500 and N = 300 sensor networks using T = 6 that we studied before. Here we
considered the accumulative communication cost of all 256 steps. This result indicates
that the degree of parallelism must be controlled properly in order to make DSA effective.
Similar phase-transition patterns have been observed when we use T = 18.
We now compare DSA and DBA in terms of communication cost. Fig. 22 shows the
results evaluating DBA and DSA with probability p = 0.78 on N = 500 networks using
T = 6 and T = 18, averaged over 100 trials. The figures plot the average numbers of mes-
sages exchanged in DSA and DBA at a particular step. Clearly, DSA has a significant
advantage over DBA on communication cost. The large difference on communication cost
between DSA and DBA will have a significant implication on how these two algorithms
can be used in real sensor networks, especially when the sensors are connected through
delayed, unreliable and noisy wireless communication. For our particular application and
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Fig. 22. Communication cost of DSA and DBA, T = 6 (left) and T = 18 (right).
system where communication was carried out by radio frequencies, DBA’s high communi-
cation cost makes it noncompetitive.
In summary, in terms of solution quality and communication cost, DSA is preferable
over DBA for our distributed scan scheduling if DSA’s degree of parallelism is properly
controlled.
7.4. Solving scheduling problem
Based on the results from Sections 5.2–7.3, we now apply DSA and DBA to dealing
with two related problems at the same time, finding the shortest scan cycle length T and
obtaining a good schedule given the shortest cycle length T .
To this end, we run DSA and DBA in iterations, starting with an initially large T . T is
reduced after each iteration. Given a T in an iteration, DSA or DBA searches for a schedule
of a quality better than a predefined threshold Q. The iteration stops whenever such a
schedule is found within a fixed number of steps, and a new iteration may start with a
smaller T .
In our simulation, we checked the quality of the current schedule after each simulated
step. As soon as the quality of the current schedule exceeds the given threshold Q, we
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Fig. 24. Finding best possible schedule using DSA (left) and DBA (right), N = 300.
terminate the current iteration. This is equivalent to having an agent compute the global
state of a distributed system, a method infeasible for our completely distributed system.
We use this mechanism here simply to evaluate the performance of DSA and DBA.
Figs. 23 and 24 show the results on two networks, one with N = 80 sensors and the other
with N = 300. In our experiments, we fixed the sensor activation ratio at α = 2/3, used
initial T = 36, and reduced T by three after each iteration, which ran a maximum of 256
steps. The threshold for schedule quality was set to Q = 0.01 for N = 80 and Q = 40 for
N = 300. As the results show, DSA is superior to DBA. On the N = 80 network (Fig. 23),
DSA finds a targeting schedule of length T = 15 in 242 steps, while DBA needs 588 steps.
On the N = 300 network (Fig. 24), DSA takes 64 steps, while DBA uses 691 steps, which
is an order of magnitude difference.
In summary, our results clearly show that DSA is superior to DBA on the distributed
scan scheduling problem. If communication cost is also a concern, DSA is definitely the
algorithm of choice for the problem. In addition, if a solution of no conflict is required,
a large number of T should be used and DBA may be applied to such underconstrained
networks for finding a desirable solution.
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8. Related work and discussionsThe basic idea of distributed stochastic search must have been around for some time.
A similar idea was used by Pearl in distributed belief update [11]. The idea was directly
used for distributed graph coloring in [2,3]. DSA-B considered here is the same as CFP
in [3]. However, [2,3] failed to reveal phase transitions discussed in this paper. The idea
was also studied using spin glasses models [8] where phase transitions were characterized.
Phase transitions in distributed constraint problem solving was also reported in [6].
This research extends the existing work of DSA in many different ways. It proposes
two variations to the basic DSA. It systematically studies observation-based, distributed
stochastic search for distributed coordination and provides an experimental, qualitative
analysis on the relationship among the degree of parallelism, problem constrainedness,
solution quality and overall system behavior such as phase transitions. It also demonstrates
that DSA’s phase transition behavior exists in various problems and under many different
problem structures and it persists when the degree of parallelism changes. Notice that the
phase transitions considered in this paper are different from phase transitions of graph
coloring problems [1]. Here we studied the phase-transition behavior of distributed search
algorithms, which needs not be phase transitions of the coloring problems we considered.
Other related algorithms include complete algorithms for DisCSP, such as the asyn-
chronous weak-commitment (AWC) search algorithm [16,17], and for DisCOP, such as
the Adopt algorithm [9]. These complete algorithms are important for distributed con-
straint solving. Comparing to DBA and DSA, however, they require much longer running
time and usually have worse anytime performance, making them inferior for real-time ap-
plications where optimal solutions may be too costly to obtain, may constantly change or
may not be necessary. In addition, these complete algorithms require a sufficiently large
amount of memory to record the states (agent views) that an agent has visited in order to
avoid revisiting a state multiple times so as to make the algorithms converge to a solution if
it exists. In contrast, DSA and DBA are able to reach near optimal solutions quickly with-
out additional memory. This feature, along with their good anytime performance, made
DSA and DBA attractive to applications in sensor networks where memory is a crucially
limited resource. In addition, on coloring acyclic graphs, DBA is complete and has a low
polynomial complexity, making it desirable for finding optimal solutions in such a case.
DSA differs from DBA, AWC and Adopt by the notion of uniformness. A distributed
algorithm is called uniform if all nodes execute the same procedure and two nodes do
not differ from each other [14]. Therefore, DSA is a uniform algorithm since the nodes
do not have identifications and they all execute the same set of instructions. However,
DBA, AWC and Adopt are not uniform because the nodes in these algorithms need to have
identifications to differ from one another and to set priorities to decide what to execute
next.
We need to emphasize that the notion of uniformness for distributed algorithms has a
practical importance for applications using sensor networks. In a typical application using
sensor networks, sensors may have to dynamically organize to form a system. The use of
identifications and of priorities among nodes (sensors) will introduce prohibitive barriers
on what systems a set of sensors and a given placement can form. The fact that DSA is
a uniform algorithm further supports the conclusion from the comparison results in this
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paper that DSA is preferable to DBA, especially on overconstrained problems. It is also
worth mentioning that the stochastic variations to DBA in Section 6.3 are able to relieve
the requirement of node identities and priorities. Therefore, stochastic DBA algorithms,
DBA(wp) in particular, should be applied when solving acyclic constraint problems.
9. Conclusions
We were motivated in this research to apply the framework of multiagent systems and
the techniques of distributed constraint problem solving to resource bounded, anytime,
distributed constraint problems in sensor networks. Our specific applications include the
detection of mobile objects and the detection of material damage in real time using dis-
tributed sensors and actuators. We first formulated these problems as distributed graph
coloring problems with the objective of minimizing the number of violated constraints.
To cope with limited resources and to meet the restricted requirement of anytime per-
formance, we were interested in those distributed algorithms that have low-overhead on
memory and computation for solving distributed constraint optimization problems. We
focused particularly on the distributed stochastic algorithm (DSA) [2,3,8,11] and the dis-
tributed breakout algorithm (DBA) [10,16,18], two existing distributed algorithms that fit
into the category of low-overhead distributed algorithms. We analyzed and compared DSA
and DBA on distributed graph coloring problems that were generated from our distrib-
uted scheduling problems in sensor networks. We specifically investigated the relationship
among the degree of parallel executions, problem constrainedness, and DSA’s behavior and
performance. We showed that DSA exhibits a threshold behavior similar to phase transi-
tions in which its performance, in terms of both solution quality and communication cost,
degrades abruptly and dramatically when the degree of agents’ parallel execution increases
beyond a critical point. We also studied the completeness and complexity of DBA on dis-
tributed graph coloring problems, showing that DBA is complete and has low polynomial
complexity on coloring acyclic graphs. However, DBA is not complete in general. We also
introduced randomization schemes to DBA to improve its worst case performance. Finally,
we directly compared DSA and DBA on our application problems of distributed scheduling
problems in sensor networks. We showed that if controlled properly, DSA is significantly
superior to DBA, finding better solutions with less computational cost and communication
overhead. For distributed scheduling problems such as the ones considered in this paper,
DSA is the algorithm of choice.
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